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FOREWORD

I sat in my college dorm room a month before my 21st birth-

day, editing a document that totaled dozens of pages. I had

spent weeks combing through assigned reading, and it

seemed that all the weeks of studying were culminating to

this moment, when I would finally apply everything I had

learned. But, the document I was editing wasn’t a late term

paper that I was desperate to turn in before midnight. It was

a thesis-length collection of survivors’ lives, their betrayals,

and their hopes at seeking justice after being silenced by our

university. Just five years ago, I became one of the first college

sexual survivors to publicly file a Title IX complaint against

their university. Back then, college officials rarely discussed

sexual assault, administrators dismissed my concerns about

noncompliant policies, and reporters laughed at my determi-

nation to inform them that campus sexual assault was one of

the most pressing issues facing our country. I was a 20-year-

old, first-generation queer Latina student taking on a 200-year-

old university, and my identities weren’t fit to be in the rooms

where policies were decided.
For far too long, institutions have perpetuated the myth of

sexual violence happening in rare, avoidable situations, pre-

dominantly catering awareness campaigns to upper-class

white women. Sexual violence is a crime of power, and to

defeat it, we must revolutionize the way society talks about

sexual violence, and the way it’s handled institutionally,

socially, and politically. Powerlessness among women and

queer people is not simply caused by their gender but how



their gender performance is perceived in the context of their
race and sexuality. To assume that Black and Brown women
and queer survivors have the same assumptive victimhood
attributed to cisgender white women demonstrates an incom-
plete understanding of societal perceptions of race on not just
an accused perpetrator but the validity of a victim’s account.
Rather than be attributed powerlessness because of their gen-
der, women of color are hyper-sexualized or seen as “violent”
or “provoking,” performing their gender beyond the accept-
able constraints of femininity as codified by white supremacy.

When I was a student, I walked the quad at The
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill every day as a
Latina, as a queer woman, as a disabled person, as a first-
generation student, and as a survivor of sexual assault. Each
of my identities impacted how I sought support along my
educational journey but rarely were administrators and fac-
ulty able to holistically address my challenges. According to
Smith & Freyd’s 2013 study, 40% of those reporting sexual
assault also indicate experiencing Institutional Betrayal, a sec-
ondary trauma often in the form of victim blaming, silencing,
or retaliation from their universities. For many students, this
betrayal is often called a “second rape” and may dissuade a
student from ever seeking support again, often leading to
increased likelihood of developing psychiatric disabilities and
affecting their educational trajectory. Despite graduating
valedictorian from my high school, I dropped out of my
university with only three courses left to complete my degree.
I chose to file a federal complaint against the university
I loved, not because I sought to punish the administration for
harming me, but because I felt that I had exhausted every
institutional avenue of support available. As of 2018, there
are over 300 active investigations into Title IX violations at
universities across the country, an over 600% increase in
investigations since the Obama Administration released the
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first public list of investigations in 2014. We know that every

university in the country still struggles with supporting survi-

vors, but as Chris Linder presents for readers, institutions can

do more.
Since I began speaking at universities in the United States

and abroad, I have heard administrators claim time and time

again that their policies are compliant with Title IX, but very

rarely have I met campus leaders that have pushed for their

policies to be beyond compliance. I am often asked “what

can we do better?” and I am now thrilled that I can give

them a direct answer: read this book.
Chris Linder has done survivors and educators an invalu-

able service in putting together a blueprint to tackle campus

sexual violence head on. With vulnerability and unparalleled

personal experience, she guides readers through the work and

theories of survivors and experts, encouraging institutions

and advocates to push beyond the dynamics of victims and

perpetrators and address sexual violence through a “power-

conscious lens.” In publishing this book, Linder challenges us

all to think beyond the headlines, and to center survivors in

every area of our campuses. She challenges readers to see sex-

ual violence as an equity issue, “rooted in issues of power,

oppression, and privilege,” that takes more than prevention

campaigns and well-meaning response programs to eradicate.
To eradicate sexual violence, we must address the struc-

tural racism that prevents survivors of color from being

believed as often as white women.
To eradicate sexual violence, we must address the struc-

tural homophobia that isolates queer, transgender, and non-

binary students from feeling supported by support campaigns

that center cis-gender, heterosexual women.
To eradicate sexual violence, we must challenge the able-

ism in our prevention and bystander campaigns that erase
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disabled survivors and at times, physically bar them from

support.
To eradicate sexual violence, we must understand our col-

lective role in maintaining these power structures and work

to dismantle them.
As Linder says in the closing of this book, we must all

have the courage to combat sexual violence, even if it will not

be easy.
We each have the opportunity to reframe and restructure

the power systems on our campuses and in our communities,

and it begins with believing all survivors.
I invite you to take this journey with me as we fight for a

future with no more “metoo”s.

Andrea L. Pino
Author, We Believe You: Survivors of Campus

Sexual Assault Speak Out
Washington, D.C.
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